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1 
___________________________________________ 

 

Can I REALLY Double my Profits  

in the next 3 months? 
 

As a small business owner, you are in business for one reason: to make money. 

 

Of course, there are other reasons you started or purchased your company.  You may love the product you 

sell, or service you provide.  You may love the challenge of turning a floundering company into a great 

success.  You may just love being your own boss. 

 

Naturally, this all means nothing if you are not generating enough income to support yourself and your 

family, as well as the people who work for you. 

 

Nearly all businesses make money.  Unless not a single product or service is sold, there is always money 

coming in.  But there is also always money going out.  Supplies, wages, marketing, acquisitions and 

operations all contribute to the expense of just staying in business. 

 

Simply put, profit is the difference between money in and money out.  This is the dollar value of your 

sales, minus the cost of those sales. 

 

In business, you will find that everyone wants to make more money.  They want to increase their sales, 

get more money coming in.  What often gets overlooked is that the true secret to making more money in a 

business is not an increase in Sales, but in Profit. 

 

What is Profit? 
Before you can take steps to increase the profitability of your business, you have to have a solid 

understanding of: 

 

 types of profit 

 what factors influence profit 

 what your profit is right now 

 

Types of Profit 

There are two main types of profit: 

 

Gross Profit 

Gross profit is the simplest form of calculating profit.  It is simply your revenue, minus the cost of 

acquiring or providing the products or services.  The formula is: 

 

 Total revenue (sales) – cost of goods or services sold = Gross Profit 
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Net Profit 

 

Net profit is calculated by taking your gross profit minus expenses over a specific time period (for 

example by quarter or year). The formula is: 

 

 Gross profit – expenses (cost of running a business) = Net Profit 

 

Taking Stock of Your Profits 
 

Before you can increase your profits, you need to have an understanding of where your profits are 

currently – and if you’re making any at all.  The next section will take you through a process to review the 

specific factors that affect the profitability of your business, and ultimately determine how much profit 

you are currently making. 

 

You may wish to sit down with your accountant or bookkeeper to analyze the financial information that is 

available to you. 

 

Decide on a specific time period to review – one that makes sense to your business, and one that will give 

you the most realistic picture of your business performance. 

 

This will depend if your operation is cyclical, or remains steady throughout the year.  Usually, the 

previous quarter or the previous four quarters will give you enough of an indication. 

 

Take a moment now to write down your total profit after costs and expenses for this time period you have 

chosen. 

 

Key Factors that Eat Your Profits 
 

It is easy for business owners to compare their organizations to the apparent success of their competitors.  

Joe’s Pizza may always be teeming with customers and appear to be making money hand over fist, while 

your pizza shop may have slower, but more steady business. 

 

It is important to remember that a business with extraordinary sales figures is not necessarily a profitable 

one.  Sales are just one element of your profit calculation. 

   

Here are some other elements to think about when reviewing the profitability of your business: 

 

Non-Essential Purchases 

How often do you make impulse purchases for your business operations? Do you allow your staff to make 

non-essential purchases?  Who reviews these decisions?  Take a look not only at what you buy, but how 

spending is structured in your company. 

 

Margins 

Products with large margins generate the most profit, so these are the products that you should be focused 

on selling.  
 

Your Customers 

Your customers spend money, so they are a positive factor in your profit calculation, right? 
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This is true for most of your customers.  But remember the 80/20 rule of business – 80% of your revenue 

comes from 20% of your customers.  These are your top 20%, or ideal customers.  What about your 

bottom 20%, the ones who give you 80% of your headaches and problems? These are the clients who ask 

for discounts and never stop complaining.   

 

These clients can be a huge drain on you, your staff and financial resources.  Their true value to your 

business is minimal – they cost more than they bring in.  Fire them! 

 

Loan Interest 

How many business loans do you currently have?  Credit card debt?  Overdraft?  The interest you pay on 

these loans can be a substantial monthly cost to your business.   

 

A loan from a bank is just like any other product.  You can shop around for the best deal.  Consider 

consolidating or restructuring your debt to minimize interest payments.  Plan to search around for the best 

rate on a regular basis.  

 

Vendors 

Do you purchase your goods and services from a wholesaler or retailer?  How long have you been in 

business with this company?  What do you pay for goods and services relative to your competitors? 

 

Deal with as direct a vendor as possible to minimize your acquisition costs and increase your margins.  If 

you have been doing business with a particular vendor for an extended period of time, consider 

renegotiating your business arrangement. 

 

 

The Basics of Increasing Profit 
 

Now that you have an understanding of the current profitability of your company, it is time to look at 

ways to increase your bottom line.   

  

Like all other aspects of your business development, you need to have a clear idea of your intention or 

purpose before you begin any activity.  Assuming you wish to increase the profitability of your business, 

determine by how much and within what time frame. 

 

Take a moment now to write down a profit-related goal for your business. Make it meaningful and 

important to yo 

 

  

Double your Profits in the next 3 months with…THE PROFIT 
FORMULA 
 

What you’re about to learn is probably the biggest secret in Business and may surprise you. You 

see, you CANNOT increase your Profit! Well, at least you can’t do it just by focusing on Profit itself. 

You have to know the 5 components of Profit. These are: 

 
1. Number of Leads 

The total number of New Leads generated by your marketing  

(i.e. potential new Clients you have contacted). 
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2. Conversion Rate (of the New Leads generated)    
The percentage of Leads that become Clients. For example, if 100 leads produced 20 clients, your 

conversion rate is 20%. 

 

3. Average Number of Transactions per Client  
The average number of times (averaged across all Clients) that your Clients buy from you in the 

period in question.  

(Example: 1 per month for 1 year = 12 Transactions in the year) 

 

4. Average Sale Value 

The average amount of money you receive for each sale. 

 

5. Margin (%) 
The percentage of your Revenue you retain as net profit. 

 

Here’s how these 5 components come together in the Profit Formula: 

          Leads 

x 

Conversion Rate 

= 

Number of Clients 

x 

Average # of Transactions 

x 

Average Sale Value 

= 

Revenue 

x 

% Margin 

= 

Net Profit 
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The Profit Formula is your GUARANTEE of success because of how compound math works. Let's say 

you played a game of golf and made a friendly bet of 10-cents on the first hole, with the bet doubling on 

each hole. Would you take on this bet?  

 

If you did…and if you lost every hole, how much money do you think you’d owe? The answer is a 

staggering $13, 107. (OK, we’ll wait a moment while you get your calculator out, after all, that CAN’T 

possibly be correct…can it?)  

 

It IS correct and the same principle works with the Profit Formula. 

 

How does this affect YOUR Business? When you increase each of the 5 components of profit by just 

10%, your bottom line Profit increases by 61%, …and when you increase those 5 components by 15%, 

your bottom line profit DOUBLES! That’s right, it doubles.  

 

This is mathematical certainty, no ifs, no buts, no maybes.  
It WILL happen – in whatever timescale you choose to measure. For example, calculate your exact 

numbers for each of the 5 components of profits for the last 3 months. Then, increase them all by 15% 

during the next 3 months…and you will double your profits. GUARANTEED. 

 

In the following pages you will find a list of strategies for each of the 5 components of Profit. These are 

the most common activities that work in most successful businesses. The lists are not comprehensive as 

there may be specific items for your own business or industry that you can add in. 

 

Look through the lists and identify the Top 3 strategies you feel are most appropriate for your business. 

Do NOT attempt to implement too many items all at once. That would be setting yourself up for failure - 

after all, this is a general list and a number of the items may not be relevant to you.  

 

Your task is to come up with your most important, highest priorities in each of the 5 areas. Specific 

guidance is given for many of these items in later chapters of this book, so when you have identified these 

priorities, use the concepts in the final chapter (Success Through Achieving Goals) to set Goals that are 

specific and achievable. 

 

Some of the strategies appear in more than one category. Take note of these because they can be super-

charged leveraged activities for your business (see more in the final chapter on Leveraged Goals). 

 

This principle of the Profit Formula is so simple you may feel inclined to ignore it, looking for something 

more complex. Don’t! 

 

It’s the most direct route to increasing your profit. If you do nothing else as a result of reading this book, 

learn this formula and apply it to your Business.  

 

 Make this happen!   
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Lead Generation 
The list below shows the most effective activities to be considered for generating leads in your business. 

Because they are so distinct and different, we’ve separated Lead Generation out into 2 categories – Off 

line and On-line. 

 

Increasing your Lead Generation Strategies : Off-line  

 

 Maintain a Productive Sales Funnel 

 Operate an effective Referral System 

 Create Strategic Alliances 

 Attend or create Networking Functions 

 Employ (or Outsource) Sales People 

 Present Seminars & Events 

 Write a Book on your specialist subject 

 Use Direct Mail Marketing  

 Conduct Telemarketing yourself - or outsource 

 Sponsor relevant events and companies 

 Buy, Rent, Create, Use up-to-date Database Lists  

 Search (or advertise in) relevant Directories 

 Explore Network Marketing opportunities 

 Piggy-Back your marketing using other companies' activities 

 Target Advertising to your marketplace 

 Create informative Newsletters 

 Test & Measure absolutely everything  

 Run cross-promotions with relevant companies 

 Run Contests and competitions 

 Joint Venture with respected people/companies 

 Design post cards or posters for Coffee Shops and Supermarkets 

 Follow up - always within 48 hours! 

 Run different marketing strategies at the same time 

 Know your Ideal Clients - and target them! 

 Classified Advertising (e.g. Craigslist) 

 Design Business Cards that WORK for you 

 Create a constant stream of Press Releases 

 Use Brochures that create desire            

 Use Window Displays, Car logos & Building Signage 

 Give Away valuable information 

 Use appropriate 'Gimmicks' to grab attention 

 Display your products/services in Open days 

 Exhibit at Trade Shows 

 Invite Clients to 'Bring a Friend' to special events 

 Change your Location for more footfall 

 Create a thought provoking survey 

 Make yourself the 'expert' for Media Interviews 

 Other (proven and/or specific to your Business/Industry 
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Increasing your Lead Generation Strategies: On-line 

 

 Use Email Marketing 

 Develop Affiliate Marketing 

 Manage or outsource Search Engine Optimization 

 Keep your Internet/Web Pages up to date 

 Social Media - Twitter, Facebook, YouTube etc. 

 Learn all you can about Internet Marketing  

 Blogging - on your own and as guest on others 

 Article Marketing - to promote products/services 

 Involve yourself in relevant Online Forum Discussions 

 Offer/Sell an online report on your specialty 

 Learn and use RSS (Really Simple Syndication) 

 Offer regular expert opinion with Podcasts 

 Video Responding in answer to other people's videos 

 Create Ezines and utilize Ezine Marketing 

 Website pop ups and banners 

 Text Messages / SMS on Mobile Phones 

 Online Radio advertising for highly targeted messages 

 Create a wiki 

 Create a Landing (Squeeze) Page for all websites 

 Research and utilize automated Opt In systems 

 Employ concepts of Continuity Marketing 

 Other (specific to your Business/Industry) 

 

 

Conversion Rate 
Improving your Conversion Rate – Strategies 

 

The list below shows the most effective activities to be considered for improving your conversion rate. 

 

 Train your Team in Sales 

 Create and implement Sales Scripts 

 Create a successful Sales Process 

 “Position” your Sales Process from the outset 

 Build your Business on Integrity, Trust & Rapport 

 Educate on Value, not Price 

 Develop excellent Product Knowledge in your Team 

 Up-Sell, Cross-Sell & Down-Sell 

 Learn personality profiling (e.g. DISC) and use it at all times 

 Learn principles and techniques of NLP 

 Help your clients buy using their Emotions & Dreams 

 Always, always Follow Up within 48 hours 

 Promote your Benefits, not features 

 Make Tactical Offers to attract more Clients 

 Personalize quotes to highlight the benefits you provide 

 Create & Promote your Company’s Vision Statement 

 Use Pre-Qualifying Prospect Questionnaires 
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 Ask For The Sale! 

 Identify your Ideal Client profile – and then Target them! 

 Direct Marketing using the 3-step Phone…Mail…Phone  

 Maintain a fully up to date Database 

 Set Targets for all Sales Activity 

 Set Targets for an ever-increasing, accurate Database 

 Offer free Special reports and ezines 

 Run Webinars and Teleseminars with a call to action 

 Offer Online courses and Audio/Video downloads  

 Create your own Question Funnel of open questions 

 Use Question Softeners to make discussions more natural 

 Learn the invaluable technique of Temperature Checking 

 Change from SELLING…to allowing people to BUY 

 Use your '2 ears and 1 mouth' in the same proportion! 

 Create '7 Touches' (people buy on average on the 7th 'touch') 

 Create and promote your Written Guarantee 

 Define and promote Your Uniqueness 

 Increase the range of your products 

 Provide high Quality Products 

 Provide written/video Testimonials 

 Other (proven and/or specific to your Business/Industry) 

 

 

Average Number of Transactions 
Increasing your Average # of Transactions – Strategies 

 
The list below shows the most effective activities to be considered for increasing the number of times your 

clients make purchases in your business. 

 

 "Wow" your Clients with the unexpected 

 Create a Systemized Reminder process 

 Direct Mail existing Clients with Regular Offers 

 Follow Up...Follow Up...Follow Up 

 Invite “dormant” Clients to buy again 

 Run “By Invitation Only” Sales events 

 Create joint Promotions with other companies 

 Invite your Clients to buy more 

 Send cards/promotions for birthdays and other special occasions 

 Ask your clients what else they'd like to buy from you 

 Introduce new items (that they buy elsewhere) 

 Know your best Clients (grade them A,B,C,D) 

 Create your Ideal Client Profile  

 Fire your worst clients 

 Promote a VIP Club/Card 

 Maintain an ever growing Database 

 Make a 'Get this Special Offer on your next Purchase' 

 Under Promise & Over Deliver 
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 Be Consistent – it’s better than sporadic excellence 

 Keep In Regular Contact  

 Keep in touch by SMS, email, newsletter or phone 

 Advise Clients of all your products 

 Promote a Product of the Week 

 Increase your Range, based on Client feedback 

 Offer Service Contracts 

 Offer Free Trials 

 Create Continuity Marketing for relevant products 

 Send a regular Newsletter 

 Other (proven and/or specific to your Business/Industry) 

 

 

Average Sale Value 
Increasing your Average Sale Value – Strategies 

 

The list below shows the most effective activities to be considered for increasing the average amount your 

clients spend with you. 

 

 Identify your Ideal Client Profile 

 Increase Prices at least once per year 

 Up Sell, Cross Sell 

 Provide regular Sales Training for your Team 

 Train your Clients (in how you want THEM to act)! 

 Turn Sales Scripts into a list of the 'expert questions' 

 Train your Sales Team in using Open Questions 

 Train your Sales Team in using a Questions Funnel 

 Set Targets for Team 

 Set Targets for Clients! 

 Target better clients and fire low grade ones! 

 No Discounting 

 Educate on value, not price 

 Offer Bundling/Package Deals of related products 

 Provide Service contracts 

 Charge for postage & packing 

 Charge for your valuable advice (consulting time) 

 Test & Measure everything  

 Update Clients with your full range available 

 Upgrade to higher value items 

 Create unique, exclusive product 

 Use Client questionnaires to understand their needs 

 Supply your Team with a checklist of questions 

 Offer add-on deals for certain purchases 

 Build your Business with a quality image 

 80/20 rule - focus on your best clients 

 Other (proven and/or specific to your Business/Industry) 
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Margin 
Increasing your Margin – Strategies 

 
The list below shows the most effective activities to be considered for increasing the net amount that stays 

with you in your business. 

 

 Increase Prices! (it's a natural thing to do) 

 Identify and promote your highest margin products 

 Sell/Create High Margin Goods/Services 

 No unplanned Discounting 

 Maintain accurate and up-to-date Databases 

 Reduce Overtime. Replace it with Time off in lieu 

 Change from 'Time' Management to 'Activity' Management 

 Know your Finances. Monitor and Analyze performance 

 Create a budget and measure your performance against it 

 Set Monthly Expenditure Budgets 

 Learn Better Negotiation Skills 

 Eliminate all unnecessary expenditure 

 Target a 10% saving by eliminating waste 

 Develop Systems that get it right first time, every time 

 Systemize the 80% of 'routine' activities in the business... 

 ...So that you can 'personalize' the 20% of exceptions 

 Recycle where possible 

 Manage Inventory/Stock to release capital 

 Order and Sell only Fast Moving Stock 

 Create new initiatives rather than copy your competition 

 Make use of downtime and unused space 

 Join or create a Buying Group for added financial muscle 

 Eliminate bad debt by targeting improved debtor days 

 Renegotiate Supplier terms 

 Set Targets for improvements in all key areas  

 Evaluate outsource opportunities 

 Analyze, Test & Measure 

 Employ or Outsource Accounts for timely and expert filing 

 Find the 20% of Marketing that works for YOU 

 Other (proven and/or specific to your Business/Industry) 

 

There you have it. In the last few pages you have been given the ‘biggest secret’ in Business. Make sure 

you use it.  

 

Our clients have achieved amazing results with this Profit Formula.   

 

However, we’ve also taught the principle in seminars around the world and seen delegates go away and 

DO ABSOLUTELY NOTHING with the information.  

 

It’s your choice. 
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Whereas the Profit Formula may be new to you, we’re going to close this first chapter with a brief look at 

two items that you already know about: costs and pricing. 

 

Managing Costs 

One important way to impact the profitability of your business is through cost or spending management.  

Controlling how much money goes out will help you ensure that more money stays in your bank account. 

 

Remember, however, that cutting costs can only help increase your profits so much.  There is a point 

where you will no longer be able to reduce expenses, and you will have to focus on increasing sales. 

 

Why Cut Costs? 

 

Cost management may seem like an obvious way of maintaining a healthy business, but it is also one of 

the primary reasons 80% of small businesses fail. Overspending is a huge problem for most businesses – 

and they don’t even realize it. 

 

Reducing costs is a great short-term strategy to boost profits. However, as we mentioned above, there is a 

limited amount of impact it can have on the bottom line, so it is an ineffective long term strategy. 

 

Cost management can also help you to generate more capital.  A business that closely monitors and 

controls its spending is a much more desirable loan candidate than a business that spends freely. Most 

importantly, this strategy will help keep your business profitable through high and low periods.  It’s easy 

to spend money when your company is doing well, but this leaves little in the “just in case” account for 

downturns in the economy or unexpected expenses. 

 

Where Can I Cut Costs? 

 

You can cut cost in a number of ways that include the following:  

 

Financing 
  

For many companies, interest rates are a big culprit when it comes to eating profits.  Take stock of how 

much money you are spending on a monthly basis in loan and interest payments.  Can this be reduced?  Is 

there another bank or credit card that will offer you a lower rate?  Is there a way to consolidate these loans 

into a single, low-interest account? 

 

Alternatively, if your business is doing well and has a large amount of money sitting in the bank; consider 

investing it or placing it in a high-interest savings account.  Let your money make you money instead of 

spending it on unnecessary business luxuries. 

 

Suppliers or Vendors 

  

As mentioned earlier, make sure the price you pay for goods and services – for resale or internal use – is 

the lowest you can find.  Deal directly with the manufacturer or distributor, and renegotiate discounts and 

contracts with your vendors every year.  

 

Hours of Operation 
  

Evaluate the hours you are open for business each day, and why you have chosen the specific timeframe.  

Is it to compete with the competition?  Is it because you can serve the highest number of customers?  
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Each hour you are open for business costs you money, so make sure you are operating under the most 

ideal timeframe.  

 

Staffing, Wages, and Compensation 
  

This can be a sensitive subject for any business owner or employee.  It is important to look at staffing 

redundancies and capacity levels – as well as hiring needs – when evaluating cost management strategies.   

 

Do you need to hire new staff, or can you build capacity within your existing employees?  Is there another 

way to compensate staff, or provide performance incentives that are non-monetary, have a high perceived 

value, and inexpensive for your business? Remember to take time and care when implementing any 

changes in this area of cost management. 

 

Place of Business 
  

If you operate an office in a downtown location, you are going to have substantially higher operating 

costs than a competitor who runs an office just outside the city limits…or from home. 

 

Make sure you can justify your location, and the amount of money you spend to be there.  Consider the 

following questions: 

 

 Are my customers impacted by where I do business? 

 Do my customers need to visit my office? 

 What impression does my business need to present? 

 Do I need parking facilities? 

 Do I need to be visible? 

 Do I need to employ staff? 

 Am I near public transit, lunch outlets, and other amenities? 

 Do I need access after business hours? 

 Should I lease or buy? 

 What other costs are specific to this location? 

 

Eliminate the invisible!   

 

What could you and your staff live without?  What wouldn’t you notice if it just disappeared one day?  

Take stock of expenses that are not being properly used or appreciated.  Think of amenity-based items, or 

convenience costs, like Designer coffee and tea or unnecessary collateral packaging that has no positive 

impact on your product or clients 

 
Your Pricing Strategy 
 

The cost of your goods and services and your pricing strategy have a direct impact on the money you 

bring in and your overall success.   

 

Deciding how much to charge for your product or service is a challenging task.  You need to factor in 

your own costs, the perceived value of your product or service, and the going rate.  Ultimately, you want 

to be able to charge as much as possible for each item, without pricing yourself out of business. 
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Avoid the Lowest Pricing Strategy 

 

For most small businesses, avoid competing on price with the “big players” in the marketplace, who can 

quickly put you out of business. Their pockets are deeper and they have lower operating costs due to their 

sheer size. 

 
Clearly Position Your Company and Your Offering 

 

How do you want your target market to view your business, and your products?  Are you trying to create 

an image of high quality?  High value?  Reliable service?  Make sure your pricing is consistent with the 

image you are trying to project.  If you are operating a high end spa, you’re not competing with the 

budget nail salon down the street, so your premium pricing should reflect this 

 

Have a Good Working Understanding of Your Margins 

 

Know how much the product or service costs you before you establish a price.  Do these costs remain 

consistent, or do they fluctuate?  For example, restaurants that offer high quality meat and seafood often 

price their meals at “market rates” as opposed to fixed rates.  Calculate the fixed and variable costs 

associated with your product or service.  Include the cost of the product or service, a percentage of your 

overhead, and your own profit in the sale price of each item. 

 

Pay Attention to Factors Beyond Your Control 

 

Be aware of any government or industry regulations on the price of your product or services.  For medical 

and dental services, most insurance companies will put a cap on how much a customer will be 

compensated for each service.  Seek out all external factors that could impact your pricing. 

 

Price with a Purpose 

 

Your pricing strategy should be purpose focused.  What exactly are you trying to do by setting your prices 

at certain levels?  Here are some potential reasons for pricing strategies: 

 

 Short-term profit increase/Long-term profit increase 

 Customer generation 

 Product positioning 

 Revenue maximization 

 Increased margins 

 Market differentiation 

 Survival! 

 

Cost Plus Pricing 

 
This is the most basic pricing strategy.  Set your price that includes: 

 

 Cost of goods or services, based on a specific sales volume 

 Percentage of expenses 

 Profit margin (markup 
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ROI Pricing 

 
Set your price at a rate that will achieve a specific Return on Investment target.  If you need to make 

$20,000 from 1,000 units – or $20 per unit – then set your price at $20 more than cost plus expenses. 

 

Value Based Pricing 

 

This can be a bit of an intangible pricing strategy, but it can also be the most profitable.  Set your price 

based on the value or added benefit it brings to a customer.  For example, if your product only costs you 

$40 to produce, but will save the customer $2,000 per year in energy costs, a price of $150 or $200 would 

not appear to be unreasonable in the eyes of the customer.  

 

Psychological Pricing 

 
What messages are you trying to send the customer?  The best deal?  The highest value?  These are 

factors to consider when setting your prices.  

 

 

…and finally for this chapter, let’s go back to the title:  

 

Can I REALLY Double my Profits in the next 3 months? 

  

You’ve not only been given a resounding YES – you’ve been shown EXACTLY how to achieve it. The 

challenge is to be in the 10% of people who will do anything about it! 

 


